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Abstract

In this paper, I test the predictions of the rational expoctations-permanent income model using
panel data from the Consumer Expenditure Survey. I consider tests of the permanent income
model against the specific alternative that some consumers set consumption equal to income and
I improve on this restrictive alternative considering e~licitly the effeds of liquidity constraints.
I also examine whether non-separabilities in the utility fundion may explain the consumption
behavior of US consumers. I found some evidence that the parameter measuring the sensitivity
of consumption to predidable income changes varies with household characteristics. The
empirica! fmdings for consumers holding little or no financial assets seem consistent with the
e,aistenoe of liquidity constraints. Non-separabilities between nondurable wnsumption and
durable goods are not found in the data.
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1. INTRODUCI-ION.

Since the work of Hall in 1978, theoretical and empirical work on censumption has been

characterized by consideration of the Euler equationa, i.e. the first order conditions of the

oonsumer's maximi7adon problem.'Iite joint rational eapectadons-permanent income hypothesis

óas been rejected by shawing that variables already in the oonaumers' information xt can

predict consumption changes. It is not dear, however, howthia rejection can be interpreted. Hall

and Mishkin (1982), Hayashi (1985a), DeLong and Summers (1986) and more recently Campbell

and Mankiw (1990) have proposed a test of the permanent income model against a specific

alternative; namely they assume that a fraction of consumers are permanent income consumers,

whíle others simply consume their current inoome. The evidence from aggregate data shows that

the percentage of such "rule of thumb" consumers is as high as fifty percent'. The evidence on

micro data has yielded miued results. The empirical work of Hall and Mishkin (1982), Altonji

and Siow (1987), Zeldes (1989), and Runkle (1991) for example, found contrasting results on

the permanent income model and on the existence and quantitative importance of "rule of

thumb" consumers . The empirical work on micro data has been baxd on a single data xt: the

Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID), which provides information only on food consumption

and has limited data on asxts and durables. Additionally, measurement error, macroeconomic

shocks and heteroscedasticity are crucial problems of micro data and can substantially distort

the estimation and inference results.

In this paper, I provide estimates and tests of the rational e~ations-permanent income

model using data from the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CES). This data set contains detailed

information about total houxhold expenditure and the analysis of the rational expectations-

permanent income model can be substantially improved upon. The ux of miao data, in contrast

to aggregate data, allows me to potentialty identify thox consumers who do not obey the

' See the empirical work of Campbell and Mankiw (1990).
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predictions of the permanent income model and to eaamine their characteristics. I improve also

on the alternative hypothesis against which the permanent income model is tested and examine

closely the behavior of liquidity-constrained oonsumers. In particular, I try to capture the

asymmetries that binding constraints create. Finally, the data on durables enables me to consider

interactions between durable and nondurable consumption, which have not been possible in

other work using micro data. Non-separabilities between nondurable consumption and durable

goods are eatamined in detail.

The paper is organized as follows: in part 2, I fust review the estimation of Euler

equations in micro data and I outline the models to be estimated. I test the permanent income

income against the spec~c alternative that some consumers set consumption equal to income

and I additionally examine the effects of liquidity constraints. I then consider additional

predictions of the rational expectations-permanent income model and I examine whether the

consumption over income ratio or the saving over income ratio can predict future income

changes. In part 4, I analyze a case of non-separability between nondurable consumption and

durable goods. In part 5, I discuss some problems in the specification and estimation of the

permanent income model. In part 6, I describe the data and report the results of the estimation

while at the end, I provide a summary of my results and some brief conclusions.

? THE PERMANENT INCOME MODEL IN MICRO DATA.

The paper of Hall and Mishkin (1982) represents the fust attempt to test the restrictions

of the rational expec.Kations-permanent inoome model in a panel data set. Using data from the

PSID, they found the observed covariation of income and consumption to be compatible with

the permanent income model for approximately 80 per cent of consumers, while proportionality

of consumption and income holds for the remaining 20 per cent. Their model suffers from

several limitations which have been pointed out in subsequent work. Most importantly, their
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results seem to be specific to the years of data oonsidered, i.e. 1968-75. In a short panel, there

exists a negative and significant relation betwcen oonsumption changes and past income changes

which, however, does not hold in other periods. Using individual years of PSID data, Mariger

and Shaw (1988a) note that the relationship between consumption changes and laggecl income

changes is indeed negative and significant far almost all the years included in Hall and Mishkin's

sample period and in 1976, but that the relationship is insignificant for example in one of the

years included in their sample (1970) and in eadt year of the period 1977-81. 'Iite time variadon

in the estimated relationship betwcen consumption and income changes is partially explained

by the time variation in the estimated income process. Hall and Mishkin have assumed that

nondeterministic income changes follow a stationary stochastic process. Mariger and Shaw

(1988b) found that this assumption is overwhelmingly rejected in the data and they show that

the estimated behavioral parameters are very sensidve to observed departures from stationarity.

Another criticism of Hall and Mishkin's work concerns the fact that they do not ao~unt

for measurement ercor in the income measure. However, a lot of the variation in income may

simply be noise rather than true variation. Altonji and Siow (1987) carefully address this issue

and do not find any strong evidence against the permanent inoome model'.

Additionally, Bernanke (1984) suggested that the consideration of heteroscedasticity may

provide quite different results in the inference of the sensitivity of consumption to income. By

properly aarounting for heteroscedasticity, he did not find evidence against the permanent

income model in his analysis of durable goods.

Zeldes (1989) derives a test of the permanent income model against the specific

alternative that some consumers are liquidity constrained. His test is a useful extension of the

work of Hall and Mishkin, who assumed that a certain fraction of households simply oonsume

their current income. Also, one of its advantages is that it does not require any specific

2 Altonji and Siow, however, used also a different data period than the one originally
considered in Hall and Mishkin .
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assumption about the income process. Zeldes finds evidence which appears favorable to the

existence of liquidity constraints. He splits the sample aocording to the ratio of wealth to

income' and examines the Euler equations on both sub-samples. He finds that the consumption

of households with low assets is sensitive to lagged income. In a recent paper, however, Runkle

(1991) does not confirm the results of Zeldes (1989). He acxounts for measurement ercor in the

food consumption measure reported in the PSID and examining Euler equations on the total

and on the split samples, he was not able to find any evidence against the permanent income

model.

The ezisting work thus indicates that there exists disparity of results not only between

micro and macro data, but also on the micro evidence based on the same data set. My analysis

of the permanent income model in panel data departs from previous studies in three main

respects. First, I use data from the Consumer Expenditure Survey. Previous work on US micro

data has been almost exclusively camed out on the PSID', which provides information only on

food consumption. While it is not clear how aocurate and reliable this measure is, broader

measures of consumption than simply food expenditure may be more appropriate for correctly

assessing the evidence on the permanent income hypothesis in micro data. The CES provides

very detailed infotmation about different measures of consumption: food, other nondurable

consumption, semi-durables and durables. Data about financial assets held by consumers is also

provided and it represents useful information to test the permanent income model. Purchases

of durables like cars or furniture are also reported in detail. Consequently, this data set may

allow a more oomplete assessment of the evidence on the permanent income model in micro

data than so far provided in the studies using the PSID.

' Note that in the PSID, no data are available on asset holdings other than housing wealth.
Asset data were constructed from asset income.

' Notable exceptions are Carcoll and Summers (1991), Attanasio and Browning (1991) and
Meghir and Weber (1992).
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Secondly, I allow a more flexible alternative hypothesis. Hall and Mishkin's alternative

hypothesis that some consumers set consumption equal to income is yuite restrictive. For

ezample, liquidity constrained consumers may not neceasarily behave like "rule of thumb"

consumers and, if houxholds have assets or saving, it ia hard to explain why they would xt

consumption equal to income. It is possible to capture the asymmetric behavior of constrained

consumers by allowing a more flexible alternative hypothesis than the simple Yule of thumb"

consumers alternative.

Finally, I consider non-xparabilides between durable and nondurable goods. Using

aggregate data, some suthors have found little evidence against the permanent income model

once non-separabilities are taken into aecount'. However, little work has been done at the

micro level. In the following section, I provide the derivation of the Euler equations which will

be estimated using data from the Consumer Expenditure Survey.

2.1 THE BASIC MODEL.

Consider an individual with a Constant Relative Risk Aversion (CRRA) utility function

of the following fotmb:

U~ Ctc , Bic )- lla ~ic e~ Bic I11

where i is an index for household, t indicates the time period, a is the coeff"icient of risk

aversion, C reprexnts real nondurable consumption and B is a taste shifter. Empirically, I

' See C. Bean (1986) and R. Startz (1989). Note that this issue is still under debate since
recent work, for example Campbell and Mankiw (1990), does not fmd any evidence of non-
separabilities.

" Hall and Mishkin (1982) use quadratic preferences, which however show some unrealistic
properties. In this work, I follow the specification of preferences used by Zeldes (1989).
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assume B to be a function of age, age squared, family size (F'S) and the number of children

(NCHII-D)':

Btt - bo aqeit f bt aqe~t t b2FSit a b3 NCHILDit . bi . uit (2)

Tastes include an individual component b, , which captures unobservable factors relevant to a

household, while u„ represents the idiosyncratic shock to oonsumer tastes. The Euler equation

for household i between time t and tt 1 can be easily derived by the usual perturbation

azgument:

I ~ ( Cic.t . B tt.t ) (ltrtt) I (9)
~ i Ctt ~ B tt )' Et r lt t

where r, indicates the risk-free interest rate between t and tf 1, d, is the rate of time preference

and U' denotes the partial derivative of U with respect to C. Rewrite the Euler equation in the

following way:

~( ~tt.t ~ Bit.t )(ltrtt)
~ 1 } E1t.1

U~( Cit ~ Bit) (ltdf)

where c.., is the expectations error. I assume the error term to be composed of two parts:

Eic.l ~ ~iGl } V c.i (5)

a truty idiosyncratic term p,,,, and a macroeconomic shock ~,,,, which is equal across

households. These two components have zero means, are uncorrelated and :

' In micro data, it is important to aocount for changes in wnsumption which are given simply
by changes in the structure of the family and in the number of children.
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z z
Eipte.t) - ar

~ 2 Y
E ,.~~t) - a

vi,t

Vt

(6)

I also set the interest rate equal to the rate of time preference and oonsequently these terms

drop out of the equation'. By substituting the preference specification, talring logs and

considering a Taylor approximation', one obtaina:

1nC1C,1 - 1nCt~ - Bo t Bl 8ge1t 3 Bz OFS~~,1 t B~ OCXILDtc.a t etc.i ~7I

where

a' a'bo tbl t~ t
2Bo - 2

a

(8)

Thus, the growth in consumption depends on the age of the reference person in the household,

on the change in the family size (eFS) and on the change in the number of children (eCHII..D).

By taking difference.s, the individual taste component b, drops out of the equation. The error

term has zero mean and becomes:

' In this work, I don't estimate the ccefficient of risk aversion and I don't allow it to vary
across households.

9 I use the following approximation: In (It c) ~ c- c' ~ 2
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etc,t -

z z z z
pis.t ~t.t as a

uit.t - uit -(~it.tt ~t.1) 4 2 } 2 - 2- 2 (9)
a

s a ~ By the assumption of rational expectations, any variable already known to consumers should be

orthogonal to the expectations error. This is the condition that will be used in the empirical

estimation.

2 2 EULER EQUATIONS WITH "RULE OF THUMB" CONSUMERS

Consider a more general case where, as in Hall and Mishkin (1982) or Campbell and

Mankiw ( 1990), there are consumers who simply consume their current income. The marginal

propensity to c:onsume out of current income for "rule of thumb" consumers is unity`":

TC~i - Yti (10)

TC indicates total consumption. Let a be the fraction of "rule of thumb" consumers. The model

to be estimated is a weighted average of permanent income consumers - who consume according

to the Euler equation derived in equation (7) - and "rule of thumb" consumers, who simply

consume their curcent income:

E( LtCk.~ - LiC~) ' E~o t~~ aór t~~AFS".~ t~, OCHILDt.~t (]])

t R.(~Y~.~-1nYt)t e:.~ l

where the coefficients ~o ,~, , p, , p, are similar to the coefficients in equation (7) but are

'o Alternatively, one can consider a Keynesian consumption function, where consumers
consume a f'uted fraction of income.
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multiplied by (1 - a) and e',,,, contains also the error term thst can be added to equadon (10).

If one were using first differences, then ~, could be interpreted as the fraction of "rule of thumb"

consumers multiplied by the constant budget share of nondurable consumption on total

consumption. I am, however, using consumption and income in logarithms. I interpret p, as a

measure of the "aensitivity" of consumption to predictable income changes".

Let inoome growth be written in the following way:

lnYa.~ - InYr ' ao 'a~ X~r 'at ~r ' as X~ ... t a" X~ t nM.~ (~)

where the variab(es X indicate consumer characteristics like occupation, education, ses, race of

the reference person or the number of earners in the household. I assume that the error term

in the income prediction equation is oomposed of two parts:

~~.~ ' nt.~ t mr.~

n,,,, represents the idiosyncratic shock to the income change and includes measurement error

if inoome is not measured correctly, while m,,, represents the effect of macroeconomic shocks.

Consider the following formulation for aggregate shocks:

m~.~ ' h~ M.~ (14)

where M,,, represents an index of aggregate economic activity at time tf 1. Aggregate shocl~s

to income are thought to be a function of the state of the economy and may vary across

individuals according to a household-specific parameter h, .

~he permanent income hypothesis predicts that the coefficient ~, in equation (11) can only

" Using aggregate data, Flavin ( 1981) shows that constunpdon is "excessively sensitive" to
income.
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be significant for the unpredictable part of the change in income, while the change in income

which can be predicted using variables ~nown at time t should not be correlated with the change

in oonsumption between t and t t 1. My empirical wor~ will oonsider whether in fact predictable

income growth, once macroeconomic and taste shocks aze taken into account, are correlated

with consumption growth. The estimation of equadon (11) allows me to evaluate the potential

departures from the predictions of the pure rational expet.~tations-permanent income model.

While the alternative hypothesis is not rigorously derived from the theory, it is suggested here

as a specification test. Simple tests of the orthogonality condition, i.e. tests of whether past

information is able to predict consumption growth, are not very illustrative of the reasons for

the rejection of the permanent income model. Also, it is useful to compare the estimates of the

parameter ~, with the results of Campbell and Mankiw (1990) and the results of other panel

studies that used PSID data. It is important to note, however, that the spe~cation under

analysis is quite restrictive; for example, liquidity constrained consumers do not necessarily

consume their current income if they have accumulated saving or have some access to

borrowing. I will examine this issue in the nezt section.

~ 3 A E1E2CBL ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESIS

The "nile of thumb" consumers model provides a possble interpretation for the rejections

of the theoretical predictions of the permanent income modeL It represents, however, a

restrictive alternative, which may identify constrained consumers only in very special cases. The

general aim of this paper is to examine whether there exist consumers for which consumption

tracks income in a way not consistent with the permanent income hypothesis. Note that it may

be difficult to detect those consumers in the data and that the fraction of "rule of thumb"

consumers may be a function of consumers' characteristics, and in particular ofassets and credit

availability. Jappelli (1990), for example, shows that the probabiGty of obtaining credit changes
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over time and the business cycle and it is a function of houeeholds' characteristics like income,

assets and number of earners in the household.

To obtain a less restrictive form for the alternative hypothesis, I allow the parameter p.

to vary across groups identified by households characteristics or the availability of asxts and

aedit :

~~ - 7o r 7~"v } ryt'y t . ... ;7.P,"r (15)

The variables D refer for e~cample to assets at the beginning of the period, age or number of

earners in the household. The equation to be estimated becomes:

E[InC..~ - lnC"J- E[ ~o ~~~ a8e" t~~ AFSr.~ t~3 ACHILDr.~ t

f 70 (~Yr.i-fnY~) t 7~u(~Y".i -171Y") t...y.D.rr(~Y".~-btYt) t era ~

(16)

This specification accounts for the fact that the "sensitivity" of consumption to predictable

income growth may differ across specific groups of mnsumers. If the permanent income model

holds true, the predictable components of income growth and of inwme growth interacted with

the variables D are not jointly statistically significant. This specification represents an alternative

to splitting the sample and examining the Euler equation on separate groups of consumers.

~.4 ANAiTERNATIVE HYPOTHFSIS FORLI0UIDITY CONSTRALNED CONSUMERS.

The Euler equation derived previously does not take into aocount that the maximization

problem may include a liquidity or borrowing oonstraint. In the latter cxse, the Euler equation

becomesll:

" See Zeldes (1989) or Deaton (1992).
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lnCr.~ - LtCr ' Bo t B~ (lger f B~ AFSa~ t B~ ACHILDr.~ t arr t er.~ (17)

where the additional parameter -rrr can be thought of as the Lagrange multiplier; it's a positive

number if liquidity constraints are bindingand is zero othetwise. For consumers facing a binding

constraint, consumption will grow faster than in the unconstrained case. Consumption, however,

cannot grow more slowly than in the unconstrained case, since consumers can always accumulate

assets in anticipation ofnegative shocks and therefore lessen the constraint. Note that the Euler

equation will be rejected only in those periods when the constraint binds and in any particular

period, there may be few consumers facing a binding constraint. Thus, it may be difficult to

clearly detect the existence of liquidity constraints. Even though households expect a liquidity

constraint to bind in the future, if the constraint is not currently binding, the Euler equation

holds. Deaton (1992), for example, shows that liquidity constraints can have a dramatic effect

on consumption with only occasional violations of the Euler equations. Also, his simulations of

an intertemporal maximization problem subject to liquidity constraints show that the distribution

of consumption is not symmetric. For given income processes, consumption shows downward

peaks, but not upward spikes. Consumers can ahvays save and remove upward spikes in

consumpdon. Negative shocks to income, by contrast, can be offset by running down assets or

by borrowing, but when these sources are exhausted, consumption has to fall.

It is useful to compare Euler equations for liquidity constrained consumers with equation

(11). ~e permanent income model with "rule of thumb" consumers does not accurately account

for Iiquidity constraints. For example, income changes could be negative. In this case, the

coefficient ~. should be negative to aocount for faster consumption growth. Also, the behavior

of liquidity constrained consumers is asymmetric. Only those consumers whose income is

increasing and who cannot borrow will ezperience faster consumption growth than in the

unconstrained case. Consumers who expect their income to decrease can always accumulate
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assets and therefore smooth out fluctuationa in income. In the empirical work, I examine

whether the coefficient p, is different for oonaumera who anticipate positive or negative income

growth.

3. A FURTHER LOOK AT THE RATIONAL EXPECTATIONS - PERMANENT INCOME

MODEL IN PANEL DATA.

The empitical estimates of Euler equations with "nile of thumb" consumers may help in

ezplaining the deviations of the data from the theoretical predictions. However, testing the

rational expectations-permanent income model against the alternative that oonsumers consume

their current income can lead to low power tests, which are unable to rejed the null hypothesis.

Note that restrictive assumptions have to be made to test the theory and the severity of

measurement error can beoome dramatic when considering data in fust differences.

In this section, I will outline an alternative analysis which can provide additional insights

on the model and the robustness of the estimation. One can examine the following equations:

!nY".~-InY" - ato t a~Ỳ i a~3 GtYr t ~t.~ (18)
k

or

S~
lJ1Y..~ - 1JtYr ~ 7o t ryi Y t ryz GtY" ~ f".~

"
(19)

where S indicatea saving. Consumption, aocording to the permanent income model, is a forward

looking variable which adjusts aocording to changes in lifetime resources. If income declines

temporarily, permanent income consumers will not decrease oonsumption as much as the

decrease in income and a rise in the consumption over income ratio should be positively related
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to future increases in income~. As for the consumption over income ratio, saving is a predictor

of future income changes. Clurent aaving should predict that income will fall next period. As

suggested by Campbell (198~ and Deaton (1942), if consumers had no more information than

the econometrician and if income changes were predicted by either the consumer or the

econometrician only by lagged variables, this effed would not exist. However, it is di~cult to

believe that households do not know more than the econometrician and, if the permanent

income model is true, one ezpects the fall in income to be andcipated by an increase in saving.

If this effect is found in the data, it could be considered evidence that some consumption

smoothing is going on.

4. NON-SEPARABLE U7'[LTTY FUNCTIONS.

The Euler equations have been derived considering a separable utility function. It is useful

to relax this assumption and consider whether non-separabilities are able to explain the data and

provide additional insights on the behavior of US consumers. There has been an extensive

analysis of non-separable utiliry functions using aggregate data, but little work has been done

at the micro level. I consider herafter an example of non-separability between durable and

nondurable consumption and use the following utiGry function:

U( Ct , K„ , g„ )- 1 Cr- m K~-" eXp Be (20)1-a 1-b

Services from durables are assumed to be proportional to the stock K with a factor of

proportionality m. By substituting this preference specification in the Euler equation and

rearranging, one obtains:

" See Cochrane (1991) for the empirical evidence on aggregate data.
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:ACr,I-lACr -BY f B~ o~er f B~ eFSr,~ i B~ eCHILDr,It

t lab (~Kr.l -~r) ' tr.l

(21)

The parameters are similar to the ones derived in equadon (7) but, when utility is non-

separable, the change in consumption depends also on the change in the stock of durables. In

this section, I consider onty one category of durable goods, i.e. sutomobiles, for which

information is provided in the data set under consideration . To estimate the equation above,

one has to construct the stock of cars which is not reported d'~rectly. There is however a way

to citcumvent this problem and to find a~roxyr for the change in the stock. Consider the stock-

flow relation :

Kr.l - (l~~r } Dr.l (~)

where K indicates the stock, S the depreciation rate and D the new purchases. Dividing both

sides by K„4, , rearranging and taking logs, it is posaible to rewrite the equation in the following

way:

GlÁk~l - btÁr -)n(1-b) - In( I- Di~l )

Kr„

Substituting back in the Euler equation:

1RCr,l-IliCr - Br~ 4 B~ Ogtr 4B1 eFSr,l tB3 eCHILDr,~i

- láb ~( 1- K ,,.l ) . eM~1
Y~l
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where -(1-b)~ a- B, . The variable - ln (1- D,,, ~ K,,,, ) can be proxied by a dummy which

is equal to zero when no car is purchased and equal to 1 when a purchase oocurs". Different

depreciation rates across households will make the error term heteroscedastic. Equation (24)

describes the behavior of permanent income consumers, but in the economy there may be

consumers who simpty consume their current income. I will estimate Euler equations with "rule

of thumb" oonsumers for non-separable utility functions.

5. ISSUES OF SPECIFICATION AND TESTING.

In the previous sections, I have outlined the Euler equations to be estimated using CES

data. Some of the assumptions made for the empirical work may seem quite restrictive. For

example, I set the interest rate equal to the rate of time preference and thus rule out arbitrarily

the individual effect which would result from allowing different rates of time preference across

consumers. L.awrance (1991), for example, finds the subjective rates of time preference for

families with very low levels of labor income to be three to five percent points higher than those

for the richest families. However, she estimates Euler equations assuming that the permanent

income model holds true for both the poor and rich families and her findings may well be the

consequence of borrowing constraints and in fact additional evidence that for some households

consumption moves closely to income. In my paper, I concentrate on the existence of such

households. Additionally, I have assumed that households have the same coefficient of risk

aversion and the same variance for the error term. They may however differ in their

precautionary saving motive". I take aocount of these effects in evaluating potential biases in

" When no car is purchased, D,,, is equal to zero and log(1)- 0; when a purchase occurs
instead log(1- Dr„ ~K„„ ) will take on a negative value which becomes positive when multiplied
by -1. Even when there is replacement of cars, it is reasonable to assume that the value of the
car does not exactly equal the value of the existing stock.

~ See Kimball (1990) and Carroll (1991).
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the empirical estimation. I now consider in more detail the instrumental variables estimation and

the problems that aggregate shocks and measurement error create in the estimation of the

rational expectations-petmanent income model using micao data.

S.1 THE INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES ESTIMATION.

As derived in equation (11), if the permanent income model holds true, predictable

changes in income should not be correlated with the change in oonsumption. Tests of the validity

of the permanent income hypothesis have some power only if there exist instruments correlated

with the change in inoome or, in other words, only if some components of income changes are

predictable. Differences in age-earnings profiles aaoss occupations or education classes suggest

that some predictability should be found. Note that, even though the ewnometrician does not

know all the information available to individual consumers, the rational expectations hypothesis

implies that the predictable change in income, even when based on a subset of the total

information available to consumers, must be statistically insig~cant. As in the literature on

efficient markets1ó , it is only this ~veak rationality" hypothesis which will be tested.

When more than one instrument is used to forecast the change in income, overidentifying

restrictions are imposed on the modeL One can test these restrictions in the homoscedastic case

by simply regressing the residuals from the two-stage estimation on the instruments and

comparing N times the R~ of that regression, where N is the sample size, with a chi-square with

k-l degrees of freedom, where k indicates the number of instruments. This test mnstitutes a

check of the validity of the alternative hypothesis under consideration.

'" See, for example, E. Fama (1970).
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~.2 AGGREGATE SHOCKS.

Since the data set has a large cross-section dimension but a relatively small time-series

dimension, the orthogonality condition that the expectation ercor is uncorrelated with past

information may not necessarily hold. The rational expecxations hypothesis predict that the

forecast error from time tf 1 and time t is uncorrelated with variables known at time t when the

distribution is taken over time. Chamberlain ( 1984) argued that it may not hold when the

distribution is taken across households.

If macroeconomic shocks are additive and equal aaoss households, it is possible to remove

their effect by subtracting period means. In my specification, I have aocounted for

macroeconomic shocks both in the consumption and in the income equation by using period

dummies. I will therefore assume that the parameter h, in equation ( 14) is constant across

households and consider only the time variation ofaggregate shocks. If macro shocks vary across

individuals, removing cross sectional means does not completely solve the problem. It is difficult

to correctly estimate Euler equations in those cases with the available data sets.

S.3 MEASUREMENT ERROR.

One of the crucial problems in estimating the rational expgctations-permanent income

model in micro data is the presence of ineasurement error both in the wnsumption and the

income measure. The extent of ineasurement ercor in the food consumption measure reported

in the PSID seems to be quite severe. Shapiro (1982), for example, calculates that 95qo of the

variance of the changes in food consumption in the PSID is attributable to measurement error.

Similarly, Runkle (1991) estimates that 7ó010 of the variance of the change in food consumption

not explained by variation in real interest rates is due to measurement error. My strategy with

resped to this problem is to consider a data set which has a less limited measure of
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consumption than the one reported in the PSID and for which measurement ercor may be less

severe. The Consumer E~enditure Survey is oonduded with the putpose of collecting data on

consumption and it records quarterly the eapenxa on many consumption items. In many ways,

it represents the best available data on consumption.

Unfortunately, the income measure reported in the CES is quite noisy and underreporting

in particular seems to be substantial". As already mentioned, I have to instrument for income

changes using variables already known to consumers. Tlte presence of ineasurement error

however is relevant to the choice of instruments. ~e instruments for income have tobe chosen

not only to reflect variables already in the consumer's informadon set, but they should also be

uncorcelated with the error term in the income equation, which includes measurement error. For

this purpose, for example, lagged income cannot be considered a valid instrument.

6. ESTIMATION.

After having derived Euler equations and discussed some of the problems of their

empirical implementation, I now turn to the results of the estimation. In the empirical work, I

wíll address four main questions. The first one derives from examining the left-hand side of the.

Euler equation. I inquire whether the measures of consumption chosen to estimate the

prediction of the permanent income model do matter. The second issue rises by looking at the

right-hand side of the Euler equation. I focus on the estimation and evaluation of the parameter

p., which measures the sensitivity of consumption to predictable income changes. I eicamine

whether this parameter varies across different groups of households. The third question concerns

itself with the predictability of income and the severity of ineasurement ercor in the income

measure reported in the CFS. ~e final question is more generaL I inquire whether different

preference specitications, for esample non-separabilities between durable and non-durable

"See Lusardi (1992).
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consumption, may explain the behavior of US consumers. I begin the empirical analysis by fu-st

descvibing the data set and the sample I have selected.

6.1 DESCRIP'TION OF THE SAMPLE.

The estimation will be performed using data from the quarterly interview panel survey of

the Consumer Expenditure Survey from 1980 to 1987. The CES is a rotating panel, each

household in the survey is interviewed once per quarter for five consecutive quarters. In the

initial interview, information is collected on demographics, family characteristics, and the

inventory ofmajor durable goods. The following interviews use uníform questionnaires to collect

expenditure data in each quarter. Wages, salary and other information on the employment of

each household member are collected in the second and fifth interviews. In the fifth and final

interview, an annual supplement is used to obtain a financial profile of the household.

Given the structure of the data, I consider consumption as reported in the second and fifth

interview, since household income is also reported in those interviews. In my sample, I merge

consumers whose final interview occurs in the fust quarter of 1981 with consumers whose final

interviews are respectively in the second, third and fourth quarter of 1981. Due to changes in

the data collection, I merge other waves of consumers only from the fust quarter of 1983 to the

fourth quarter of 1983, from the first quarter of 1985 to the fourth quarter of 1985 and finally

from the fu-st quarter of 1987 until the fourth quarter of 1987. Table 1 provides a scheme of the

structure of the data and in particular of the time periods the change in consumption and

income refers to. The sample covers approximately eight years of data. Seasonality adjustments

need to be made since consumption and income are reported in different periods of the year.

The sample is wmposed of approximately 9,fi00 observations. I exclude the households

whose heads are in farm, forestry and fishing occupations since it is difficult to differentiate

between income and consumption in those cases. Self-employed workers are also deleted since
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their income is heavily underestimated or not reported correctly. In addition, I exclude

consumers with incomplete reports of income in the seoond and fifth interviews, because the

incompleteness is substantial and in many cases the reported income is zero. A consumer is

included in the sample only if consumption is reported in each interview. In order to obtain an

informative value of the assets held by censumers, I delete consumers with invalid reports in

both checking and saving socounts. To eliminate extreme outliers, I delete consumers for whom

oonsumption growth is greater than 2 or smaller than -2, while I allow inoome growth to move

between t4 and -4". I also exclude consumers for whom the mnsumption over income ratio

is greater than 6 and those having fmancial assets greater than 250,000 dollars".

Selection criteria vary widely among previous empirical work. Hall and Mishkin (1982)

exclude only the families whose responses to the food and inoome questions were not deemed

accurate by the interviewer. Altonji and Siow (1987) exclude observations if real food

expenditure rose by more than 400 percent or fell by 73 percent from the preceding year and

if the real wage or real family income rose by more than S00 percent or fell by more than SO

percent~. Zeldes (1989) excludes an observation if the level of consumption rises (or falls) by

a factor of 3. With resped to Zeldes, Runkle (1991) uses more stringent data selection criteria.

He eacludes observations if food consumption grew by more than 300 percent or ahrank by more

than 75 percent. He also exduded fanmers and self-employed head of household.

Sample selection proved to be an important issue and it may be responsible for the results

obtained in the empirical work. Altonji and Siow mentioned in their paper: ".... when we drop

the sample selection requirement that valid data be available on all of the various income

determinants used in the analysis the sample size more than double, and in the larger sample

" These values were chosen by looking at plots of the data. They are not very restrictive,
since they allow the level of consumption and income to rise (or fall) respectively by a factor of
7 and 54.

p l eadude in this last case very few obsetvations.

~ Note, however, that Altonji and Siow do not e,sclude the poverty sulrsample of the PS1D.
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the relationship between the lagged inrnme changes and consumption is statistically

significant".21 Also, the discrepancy in the empiriral evidence provided by Zeldes and Runkle

is difflcult to interpret. Their samples, for eicample, are very different and Zeldes uses a much

larger data set'~.

The sample selection criterion is important also in light of Mariger and Shaw 's

suggestions that samples with a small time series dimension may not aocurately account for

macroeconomíc shocks. In my paper, I have chosen to enclude observations when they were

deemed inaocurate by the interviewer. Extreme outliers were chosen by looking at plots of the

data and my criteria are not very restrictive. However, the use of logs can partially cure the

influence of extreme observations. ALco, I use sixteen quarters of CES data, which correspond

to four years of non-overlapping data.

6.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE VARIABLES.

I use two measures of consumption in the empirical estimation. The oonsumption

measure referred to as "strictly nondurable consumption" has been derived by summing the

quarterly expenditure on food, alcoholic beverages, tobacco, utilities, personal care, household

operations, public transportation, gas and motor oil and miscellaneous expenses. The

consumption measure referred to as "nondurable consumption" has been derived using the

definition of nondurables and secvices from the National Income and Product Accounts and it

corresponds to strictly nondurable consumption with the addition of apparel and services,

expenditure on health, education and reading. All variables have been deflated using the

corresponding Consumer Price Indea derived by the Bureau of Labor Statistics using CES data,

Z' Altonji and Siow (1987), pag. 132.

~ This fact is not due only to more stringent data selection. Runkle did not consider PSID
data before 1973.
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and eapressed in 1982 dollars.

The income variable corresponds to total disposable income, net of all taxes. It includes

mainly labor income, unemployment compensation, retirement pensions and Social Security

benefita. l have subtra~Ked from net dispossble Ltcome the amount rec:Civcd as interCat,

dividend and rent payments. Unfortunately, the reported income measure ia censored at S

100,000a. Since income appears in the right-hand side of the Euler equadon, the censoring does

not create a selectivity bias. 'Iltere is also one quarter averlap in the report of income, since

consumers are asked information about income in the past twelve months in the seoond and fifth

interviews and there is only a nine-month difference between these two interviews. This fact

tends to reduce the power of the test in favor of the permanent income model, since an income

shock arising in the quarter of overlap will not be reported in the difference in income, while

consumption may adjust to the different level of income.

In the fifth interview, the CES provides data both on financial assets and the change in

the stock of assets during the Iast twelve months. It is therefore possible to construct a measure

of financial assets held by households at the beginning of the second interview. The asset

measure has been derived by summing the amount invested in savings and checking aocounts,

in US Savings bonds and in stocks, bonds, mutual funds and other such securities. All the

characteristics of oonsumers like marital status, age or ocxupation refer to the "reference

person' in the household, which is identified with the persan who owns or rents the home~.

D More precisely, the income measure is topcoded (i.e.when income reaches a certain
amount, it is set to a specific value) at S 75,000 in 1980-81 and set to zero; it is topcoded and
set at the topcoded value of S 75,000 in 1982 while topcoded and set at the topooded value of
S 100,000 from 1983 to 1987.

~ If there is joint ownership, the reference person is the first person mentioned by the
respondent when asked to 'start vrith the name of the person or one of the persons who owns
or rents the home". ,
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6.3 EMPIRICAL RESULTS.

Table 2 provides some basic statistics descnbing the sample. The total number of

observations is 9568, which are distributed across seven occupation groups. The sample is

considerably concentrated on the white population and in 67 percent of the cases the reference

person is male. The average family size is 2.77 and in 23.996 of the cases the household is

composed of only one person; 61.3 percent of families in the sample do not have children and

the mean number of children is 0.72. Comparing the CES with PSID data from the same time

period in table 3n, one can see that the composition of the data is similar across the two

samples and that the selection of the CFS data did not appear to distort the sample in any

obvious way.

Table 2 reports also average annual labor income in the second and fifth interview,

average total quarterly expenditure and fmancial assets held by households. The median value

of fmancial assets is only 1,500 dollars. This measure is consistent with the fmdings of other

studies, which show that financial assets held by wnsumers are quite smalln. Table 4 shows in

more detail the distribution of assets across age groups. The median value of financial assets

remains low across all age groups and only a limited number of consumers hold stocks and

bonds. The percentage of consumers who hold zero assets is approximately 1701o in the sample

and it is quite uniformly distributed across age groups. This skewed distribution of asset

holdings may explain why empirical models of "rule of thumb" consumers are relevant, given

the limited accumulation of liquid assets held by a majority of consumers. On the other hand,

one could aLso argue that this table shows that borrowing possibilities are quite good for US

consumers and there is no need for advance accumulation.

~ In the PSID, I exclude the poverty sub-sample which oversampled the poor households.
For more detail on how the CES data compare with the PSID data, see Lusardi (1992).

~ See, for example, D. Wilcox (1989).
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Total quarterly expenditure is on average 4800 dollars and its composition can be

examined by looking at table Sn. As mentioned before, I have used two definitions of

expenditure on nondurabtes. In the first one, which I refer to as nondurable expenditure, I have

tried to match as closely as posaible the measure ofnondurablea and services in the NIPA data.

One problem with this defutition is that it indudes gooda which can be considered durables or

semi-durables. Mankiw (1982) shows that if e~enditure has some durable components, there

is an addidonal moving average term in the error equation, which can bias the estimates since

there may be correlation between the instruments and the error term~. I have therefore

considered an additional measure of consumption: strictly nondurable consumption, where I

include the lowest amount of durable goods while trying to keep a sensible distinction from food

oonsumption. By comparing these two measures in table S, one can see that the inclusion of

durable or semi-durable goods does not affect dramatically the mean of consumption, but it does

affect the standard deviation since expenditure on durables is more volatile than expenditure

on nondurable goods.

Since many studies have considered onty a measure of food consumption, it is useful to

evaluate this measure with respect to a broader and more complete defmition of consumptiony.

Food consumpdon aooounts for 2296 of total quarterly expettditure and it represents respectivety

3696 and 4796 of nandurable and strictly nondurable expenditure. Even at the aggregate level,

considering National Income and Product Aocounts data fcom 1980 to 1987, the mean share of

food consumption in the sum of nondurable consumption and services turned out to be 0.220

n I consider only a sub-sample of my data in order to m;n;~„iP the effects of price
variations.

' If durable expenditure enters in the utiGty function in a non-separable way, the error
structure will be much more complicated.

y Skinner (1987) has investigated in a brief note the possibility of improving on the measure
of consumption reported in the PSID using estimates from the Consumer Expenditure Survey,
but the measure he proposed is limited to very few consumption items.
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(s.d. 0.0036). The share of food away from home, which in the CES deïmition refers to food

at work or in restaurants, represents approzimately one fourth of total food expenditure.

Nondurable and strictly nondurable e~enditures oonstitute reapactively 60oIo and 47qo of total

quarterly expenditure, while the remaining share represents durable e~enditure.

6.4 ESTIIyLATION OF EULER EOUATIONS.

After having examined the composition of total household ezpenditure, I turn to the

results of the estimation of Euler equations. Table 6 summazizes the first stage regression of

consumption and income growth on the instruments and reports the estimates of the coefficient

~~ in equation (11), which measures the "sensitivity" of consumption to predictable income

changes. Different sets of instruments aze used to verify the robustness of results, in particular

when the predictability of income growth is low and the instrumental variables estimates are not

very reliable. To evaluate the predictive power of the instruments, I have first regressed

consumption and income growth on age, changes in the family size, changes in the number of

children and on period dummies to account for tastes and macro shocks. I work with the

residuals from these regressions thereafter. The first set of instruments, Zl, is represented by

households characteristics. The coefficient ~. turned out to be negative, but the predictive power

of the instruments for income changes is very low. Cattoll and Summers (1991) show that there

exist very distinct oocupation and education profiles in the CES data and that consumption

tracks income very closely across different oocupation and education groups. I try to formalize

their fmdings in the Euler equation estimation and I use education and oocupation dummies

interacted with age as instruments for income growth (Z2 and Z3). The predictive pOwer of the

instruments increases and I have used combinations of the set of instruments (7S) as well as all

instruments together (Z6) to predict income growth. In the last row of table 6, I have used

lagged income in logs. Lagged income seems to explain a large part, 12 percent, of the variation
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in income growth. The same regression using PSID data, for example, explains only 3 percent

of the variation in income growth. More than indicating powerfu! predidability, this reault is

consistent with the presence of ineasurement error in itu:ome.

In all cases, the estimates for nondurable oonsumption iadicate that the coefficient ~, is

very sma(1 and not statistically significxnt. The coefficient ~~ for atrictly nondurable wnaumption

is positive in almost all ceses, it is greater than in the case of nondurable consumption and it

lies around a value such as 0.1, even though it ia not statistically aignificant.

Even though the results found by Campbell and Mankiw ( 1990) in aggregate data do not

seem to be conGrmed in micro data, performing the estimation on the ent'tre sample may

preclude detecting the existence of a relatively small group of "rule of thumb" consumers. Zeldes

(1989), for example, estimates Euler equations only on the split samples. I analyce this issue in

the next section.

6.5 A VARYING PARAMETER OF "EXCESS SENSITIVITY".

To test for the asymmetry implied by the e~tistence of Gquidity constrained eonsumers,

Zeldes (1989) splits the sample aocording to the ratio of wealth to income. He finds that

consumption growth is higher for consumers more 1Htely to be liquidity constrained, i.e.

oonsumers with a low ratio of wealth to income. There ate, however, a few objections to this

procxdure.

As Zeldes (1989) already acknowledges, the individual fnted effect may be oorrelated with

the asset measure. For example, consumers with high rates of time preference will experience

a slow growth in consumption; they will also tend to accumulate less assets and fall into the low

assets sub-sample. However, if there exist variables which are able to predict assets and are

uncorrelated with the fixed effect, one could avoid this problem by simply using the predided

rather than the actual value of assets to spGt the sample.
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Additionally, the criterion given by the ratio of wealth to income may poorly capture the

fraction of consumers more likely to be liquidity cnnstrained. The fraction of constrained

consumers may depend on the characteristics of oonstuners and of fmancial intermediaries. At

the aggregate level, for example, consumer credit terms have been changing between 1980 and

1987, paRicularly in the recession period of 1982-83. Jappelli ( 1990) considers data on

consumers who were denied loans or are "discouraged" borrowers. He fmds that, using the

measure of wealth used by Zeldes to split the sample, 83 percent of constrained consumers fall

into the group of high wealth to income ratio. Conversely, liquid assets are a good proxy, better

than wealth, to identify unconstrained consumers, but are quite poor in identifying constrained

oonsumersp. Zhus, splitting the sample according to a measure of fmancial assets as available

in the CES may be inappropriate for detecting the group of constrained consumers. The

inclusion of unconstrained households in the low wealth group reduces the power of the test,

while the inclusion of constrained households in the high wealth group leads to inconsistent

estimates.

A more substantial objection to Zeldes sample split is raised by Carroll (1991). He argues

that consumers who face substantial income uncertainty and who are both impatient and prudent

accumulate wealth with the sole purpose of smoothing consumption against income shocks. The

variance of consumption growth in the error term cannot be considered unrelated to wealth, as

Zeldes implicitly assumes. For those consumers, low leveLs of wealth imply less ability to smooth

consumption and they may thus experience a higher variability of consumption growth.

Therefore, high consumption growth may be related to low wealth, not because there eitist

liquidity constraints, but because consumers have a strong precautionary saving motive. One

point is worth noting at this stage. The preference specification chosen in this paper, i.e. CRRA

p Considering the same sample split as in Zeldes (1989) but using liquid assets, Jappelli
shows that 68.4010 of unconstrained consumers in his sample fall into the sub-sample of
households with a low assets-to-income ratio.
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utility function, allows for ~rudence" or a precautionary saving motive. 7he precautionary saving

motive per se does not imply any violation of the Euler equation, as would be the case for

liquidity oonstraints. However, it makes it more difficult to clearly differentiate among the causes

for fast consumption growth.

Instead of spGtting the sample, I allow the parameter p. to be a function of the household

characteristics that are relevant for being able to get credit or which affoct the probability of

being constrained, as in equation ( 16). A varying parameter ~~ allows for a wider set of

deviations from the permanent income model than the simple "rule of thumb" consumers

alternative. Additionally, in my estimation, when I allow the parameter p~ to be a function of

assets, I am implicitly considering the predicted and not the actual value of financial assets.

In my work, I do not choose a critical value for assets. Rather, I first investigate the

interadion of income changes with total financial assets held by consumers at the beginning of

the second interview. ~e sign of the interaction term in table 7 is negative for nondurable and

strictly nondurable consumption showing that holding assets decreases the magnitude of the

parameter ~. . Using a dummy variable equal to 1 if consumers hold any assets indicates that

those oonsumers holding no assets may be sensitive to predictable income changes; the

statistical significance however is not very strong. In the last column of table 7, I have considered

whether the holding of a small amount of assets, e.g. an amount less than 1,000 dollars, already

allows some consumption smoothing and lowers the coeffictient of the sensitivity of consumption

changes to predictable income changes. ~he results seem consistent with the previous estimates,

but the statistical significance is weak. Note however that strictly nondurable consumption is

more likely to give rejections of the permanent income model than nondurable consumption.

~vo additional interaction terms have been considered and they are ooncerned with family

composition and with the precautionary saving motive. It has been pointed out that the simple

permanent income model might not apply for ret'~red households, given the uncertainty of the

retnaining life span. Also, hottseholds where only one member is working might fmd it difficult
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to get credit from banks or other institutions and, if shocks to labor income are not perfectly

correlated, they might be less able to insure against income shocks than families with multiple

earners. However, considering both the householda whoae reference person is retirui and alxrve

the age of 64 and households with one or multiple earnera, no evidence was found of a

significant coefficients of 'ezcess sensitivity" and results are for simplicity not reported.

6.7 LIOUIDTTY CONSTRAINTS.

In addition to considering asset holdings, it is worth investigating whether the coefficient

~, is different for consumers whose income is increasing or decreasing. While nothing prevents

consumers from saving if they expect their income to decrease, those consumers whose income

is increasing may be unable to borrow and face a liquidity c~nstraint. It is useful to consider first

the estimation ofequations (18) and (19), where one can examine whether the saving ratio or

the consumption over income ratio are able to predict futwe inoome growth.

Both the OLS and IV estimates in table 8 show that nondwable and strictly nondurable

consumption can predict income growth and that the sign of the consumption over income ratio

is indeed positive and statistically significant. Even controlling for demographics and

maaoeoonomic shocks, the consumption over income ratio has predictive power and can

forecast future income growth.

The estimates of equation (19) are reported in table 9. To measure saving, I have used

the difference between disposable income, inclusive of capital income, and nondurable or strictly

nondurable consumption in the second interview multiplied by 4. I obtain in this case a crude

measure of saving, but I instrument for it using education and occupation dummies interacted

with age. High saving is a predictor that incxime will fall next period and the wefficient of the

saving ratio with and withouth controlling for demographics and macro shocks is negative and

statistically significant.
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'I1te empirical results in tables 8 and 9 are evidence that conaumers are forward-looking

and do try to smooth consumption. They also represent additional information on the quality

of the data. Even though there is measurement etror in the CES, it is possible to infer some

aspects of the consumption behavior of US houaeltolds.

I use the estimates in tables 8 and 9 to infer whether labor inceme is increasing or

decressing. I interad inoome changea with s dummy variable equal to one when predicted

inoome growth is strictly positive. Column 3 in table 10 reports the results of the second stage

estimation when predicted income growth is evaluated considering the insttvmental variables

estimates of equation (18). Column 4 reports the results when the estimates of equation (19)

are used to predict income growth. Column 2 reports the results when actual rather than

predicted income growth is stricly positive. ~e negative sigtt of the interaction term is still

consistent with the existence of constraints. Not all consumers for whom income increases are

liquidity oonstrained. Only for those who have not aocumulated assets or cannot borrow,

consumption growth will be faster than in the unconstrained case. 'I1te results are suggestive of

the existence of asymmetric consumption patterns.

However, the sign of the change in income may not be a good indicator of whether

households are liquidity constrained. If consumers have accumulated assets, they can avoid

constraints. Ideally, an indicator both for the sign of income growth and for the availability of

assets or borcowing opportunities is needed. I have considered the case of households below the

age of thirty. Even for consumers whose income profile is not very steep, it is reasonable to

think that incxime wlll inerease in the early atage of their careero. Also, it is less Iikely that young

consumers have already aocumulated a lot of wealth. Empirically, Hayashi (1985b) found that

young consumers are more likely to be liquidity constrained. 'Iite fust column reports the results

when the interaction term is simply a dummy variable equal to one if the age of the reference

petson is below or equal to thirty. The sign of the interaction tetm is positive for both measures

of consumption, but the statistical significant is very weak for nondurable oonsumption, while,
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as previously found, there is some ( suggestive) evidence for strictly nondurable consumption that

young houaeholds are constrained.

6.8 NON-SEPARABLE UTILITY FUNCTIONS.

After having estimated Euler equations for different measures of consumption, I now turn

to the case of non-sepazable utility functions oonsidered in part 4. The CFS reports data on

purchases of durables only in 1985 and 1987 and I have to restrict my sample to those years. As

explained before, I will use a"proxy" for the change in the stock of durables by considering a

dummy variable which is equal to one when a purchase oocurs and is equal to zero otherwise.

If depreciation is constant, changes in the stock occur only when there are additional purchases.

Using a dichotomous dummy variable is equivalent to considering a linear probability model,

where the probability of buying a car is estimated using information already available to

households. I then consider whether consumption changes are sensitive to the predicted

probabilities of purchasing a wr.

Instruments that can predict car purchases are the number of cars already owned by the

family, the number of earners and the presence of children in the household. Table 11 reports

the adjusted R' and F values of the regression of consumption growth, income growth and

durable stock growth on the instruments. Different sets of instruments are used to verity the

robustness of results. As before, I have used occupation and education dummies interacted with

age and famity characteristics. I have estimated non-separabilities with and without the addition

of income changes in equation (24). Results are similar and I report the estimate of Euler

equations with "nile of thumb" consumers. The ccefficient ~, is very small and not statistically

significant. The estimates for both measures ofconsumption suggest that there is little evidence

of non-separable utility functions. The coefficient ~, has a negative value but it is not statistically

significant.
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7. CONCLUSIONS.

In this paper, I have estimated Euler equations, ie the fust order oonditions of the

consumer's maximization problem, using data from the Consumer F.~enditure Survey. ~his data

set has information on different measures of consumption as well as data on durables. I have

considered tests of the permanent income model againat the specific alternative that some

oonsumers set consumption equal to inoome and I have improved on this restridive alternative.

For example, I allow the parameter that measures the sensitivity of consumption to income

changes to vary with asset holdings and age. I aLao examine whether the behavior of constuners

whose income is incxeasing or decreasing is asymmetric, as suggested by the existence of

liquidity constraints. I reverse the specification of the Euler equation to examine whether

consumption or saving can predict future income changes and I also examine whether there exist

non-separabilities in the utility function between nondurable consumption and durable goods.

Euler equations are hard to reject. Zhere exists some evidence that the parameter

measuring the sensitivity of consumption to predidable income changes varies with household

characteristics and the evidence for consumers with few or no fmancial assets seems consistent

with the e~tistence of liquidity constraints. Similar to other empirical work, the evidence in favor

of liquidity constraints is not overvvhelming. I have estimated Euler equations for non-separable

utility fundions and have found no evidence that stocks of durable goods affect the consumption

behavior of constrained or unwnstrained consumers.
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Tabl~ 1

struotur~ ot tL~ data

Final Interview Quarters of data
considered

Numbar of
observations

1981:1 1981:1 1980:2 460
1981:2 1981:2 1980:3 505
1981:3 1981:3 1980:4 538
1981:4 1981:4 1981:1 479
1983:1 1983:1 1982:2 546
1983:2 1983:2 1982:3 551
1983:3 1983:3 1982:4 554
1983:4 1983:4 1983:1 588
1985:1 1985:1 1984:2 637
1985:2 1985:2 1984:3 652
1985:3 1985:3 1984:4 613
1985:4 1985:4 1985:1 583
1987:1 1987:1 1986:2 698
1987:2 1987:2 1986:3 733

1987:3 1987:3 1986:4 715
1987:4 1987:4 1987:1 716

This table reports the year and quarter when consumers end their íntervievs
and tha year and quarter when income and conaumption are reported. In the
third column, it reporta the number of observations in each pariod.

Source: Conaumar Expenditure Survey.
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Table 2

Basic Statiatic~

Age of Reference 47 Family Size, 2.77
Peraon, mean mean

Reference Person 0.85 Number of Children 0.72
White, mean in the Household,

mean
Reference Peraon 0.67 Number of Earnere 1.40
Male, mean in the Houaehold,

mean
Number of Young 0.19

Occupation of Households
Reference Person: below 30, mean
Managerial 6~ 0.27 Number of Cars in 1.32
Prof. Specialty the Household,

mean
Technical, Salea 0.14 Houae Ownership, 0.67
6 Admin. Support mean

Service 0.07 Annual L.abor Income,
Occupation 2m interview, 21,332

mean
Precision, Craft 0.08 Annual Labor Income,
á~ Repair Occup. Sih interview, 22,058

mean
Operators, Fabric 0.14 Total Quarterly
á Laborers Expenditure, 4,789

2~ interview, mean

Retíred 0.16 Total Quarterly
Expenditure, 4,737
5`d intervíew, mean

Not Working 0.14 Median Value of
Household Assets 1,500

Number of 9568 Households with 0.17
observations no Assets,

mean

The reference person in the CES refers to the person who owns or
rents the home.

Source: Consumer Expenditure Survey 1980-87.
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Tabl~ 3

Coapuison of Data BatMaaa tba Cs8 aaa tha BBID

CE8 pBID
Aqe 47.378 (17.305) 45.175 (16.952)
White 0.854 (0.353) 0.895 (0.301)
Male 0.672 (0.469) 0.774 (0.417)
Married 0.609 ( 0.488) 0.703 (0.457)
Family eize 2.768 (1.586) 2.795 (1.428)
Children 0.721 (1.099) 0.892 (1.145)
Manager. á~ Profes. 0.269 (0.443) 0.278 (0.448)
Technic, Sales k Adm. 0.146 (0.353) 0.109 (0.312)
Service 0.074 (0.262) 0.058 (0.234)
Precis., Craft 6 Rep. 0.087 (0.282) 0.151 (0.358)
Operat., Fabr. 6 Lab. 0.146 (0.353) 0.141 (0.348)
Retired 0.167 (0.373) 0.158 (0.364)
Less than Hiqh School 0.141 (0.348) 0.134 (0.340)
High School 0.304 (0.460) 0.355 (0.478)
Lesa than College 0.203 (0.402) 0.184 (0.388)

College 0.109 (0.312) 0.148 (0.355)
More than College 0.099 (0.299) 0.064 (0.245)
Weeks of work 34.23 (23.101) 34.13 (21.211)
~ of observations 9568 14665

This table reports meana and standard deviationa (in parentheaea) of the
variables liated in the first column.

Source: Consumer Expendlture Survey and Panel Study of Income Dynamics, 1980-
1987.
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Tabl~ 4
Distribution o! 7lasats Bp l~qa Clasaaa

]1q~ Clas~ Totai 7us~ts Honds i Stocka
median mean

8 of zeroa B of zeras

18 5 aqe 5 30 680 1112
16.7Z 75.Sg

30 ~ aqe 5 40 1377 2815
14.5~ 66.7á

40 ~ aqe 5 50 1950 5516
14.53 65.3á

50 ~ age 5 60 2770 7018
16.4á 64.3~

60 ~ age 5 70 3000 7553
19.4á 70.6g

age ~ 70 1723 4135
22.6~ 82.08

This table reports the median value of total financisl asaeta and
the mean value of bonds and atocka by age groups sa well as the
percentage of consumers who hold zero asaets and zero bonds and
stocka.
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TaDl~ á

Coaposition o! Total Quart~rly szp~aditur~ in tL~ cae

liean Median
(s.d.)

Nondurable E~[penditure 2597 2242
(1635)

Strictly Nondurable Expanditura 1973 1744
(1220)

Food Expenditure 905 780
(607)

Durable Expenditure 2226 1479
(2770)

Nondurable ~ Total Expenditure 0.608 0.611
(0.180)

Strictly Nondurable ~ Total Exp. 0.472 0.467
(0.163)

Food ~ Total Expenditure 0.221 0.205
(0.108)

Durable ~ Total Expenditure 0.404 0.396
(0.174)

Food ~ Nondurable Expenditure 0.363 0.353
(0.131)

Food ~ Strictly Nond. Expend. 0.467 0.464
(0.143)

Source: Consumer Expenditure Survey, 1985:1-1985:4.
Number of observations: 2485.
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Tabl~ 6

Conausptioa and Prediotable Iaooae Ororth

ltondurable Coneu~ption aad Prediotable Inaoae Oro~th
Instr. Predicted elnC Predicted A1nY ~~ OVERID
List Z z (s.e.) TestAdj R F value Adj R F value
none - - - - 0.047 -
OLS (0.006)
Z1 0.0005 1.642 0.0008 1.953 -0.209 0.0011

0.107 0.048 (0.184) ( 0.161)
Z2 0.0006 1.406 0.0009 1.603 -0.033 0.0020

0.141 ( 0.070 (0.144) 0.119)
Z3 0.0003 1.202 0.0014 2.111 0.002 0.0015

(0.275 0.013) ( 0.135 ( 0.214)
Z4 0.0002 1.114 0.0015 1.871 0.138 0.0017

0.334 0.018) 0.125 ( 0.364)
Z5 0.0009 1.440 0.0017 1.838 -0.090 0.0028

0.092) 0.012) ( 0.114) ( 0.110)
26 0.0008 1.323 0.0019 1.752 0.003 0.0033

(0.134 0.013) ( 0.105) ( 0.109)
Z7 0.0001 1.747 0.1265 1384.6 0.026 -

(0.186) (0.000) (0.019)

7ood Consumption and Pr~diotabl~ Incoa~ Grorth

Inst. Predicted elnC Predicted AlnY ~~ OVERID
List Adj RZ F value Adj RZ F value ( s.e.) Test

none - - - - 0.042 -
OLS (0.006)
Z1 -0.0003 0.659 0.0008 1.953 -0.042 0.0005

(0.728) ( 0.048) (0.171) (0.686)
Z2 -0.0001 0.958 0.0009 1.603 0.116 0.0013

(0.494 ( 0.070) (0.143) (0.492)
Z3 0.0003 1.206 0.0014 2.111 0.089 0.0015

(0.235) ( 0.013) (0.134) (0.214)
Z4 0.0005 1.300 0.0015 1.871 0.202 0.0018

0.187 0.018) (0.126) 0.305)
25 0.0003 1.142 0.0017 1.838 0.027 0.0024

(0.296 ( 0.012) (0.111) ( 0.239)
Z6 0.0004 1.156 0.0019 1.752 0.105 0.0028

(0.271) 0.013) (0.104) ( 0.265)
Z7 0.0000 1.028 0.1265 1384.6 0.019 -

(0.311) ( 0.000) ( 0.019)

- continued -
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Tabla 6 (continwd)

This table reporta 2SLS eatlmates of squatlon (11) in the text. The atatlstica
in columns 2,3,4 and 5 are adjuated R~ and F values (significance levals are
in parentheaea) from regresaione of conaumptlon and income growth on the
inatrumenta liated in column 1. The atatiatica in column 6 are 2SI.S estímatee
of the parameter ~~ (atandard arrora are in parenthesea). Column 7 givas the
R~ from a regreasion of the 2SLS reaiduala onto the lnetrumenta (signlficance
levels for the overidantifícation teat are in parentheaea).

The lnatrumenta are the following:
Z1 - 8 dumiea for marital atatus, aex, race, femílies vith children,

singlea, compoeition of earnera in the houaehold;
Z2 - Z1 t 3 education dummiee and education d~1es interacted wlth age;
Z3 - 6 occupation dummies and occupatíon dummies interacted with age;
Z4 - education and occupation dummiea interactad with age;
ZS-Z3tZ1 ;
Z6 - all inatrumanta;
Z7 - lagged income in loga;



Tabl~ 7
7~ varpinq Coeffiaient ~~
lioadurabl~ coaau~ption

1 2 3

Constant 0.085 0.087 0.089
(0.021) (0.021) (0.022)

elnY 0.289 0.325 0.073
(0.174) (0.185) (0.203)

e1nY~Assets Value -0.039
in Loqs (0.030

elnY~Dummy~l if -0.338
Assets ~ 0 0.243)

elnY~Dummy~l if 0.285
Assets ~ 0 (0.259)

n1nY~Dummyól if -0.251
O~Assets ~~ 1000 (0.362)

F Value 1.3883 1.5418 1.1511
(p Value) (0.2495) (0.2140) (0.3269)

OVERID Test 0.0028 0.0027 0.0026
(0.109) (0.103) (0.097)

8triotlY ~Tondurable Consumption
1 2 3

Constant 0.047 0.050 0.053
(0.021) (0.021) (0.022)

e1nY 0.343 0.406 0.147
(0.173) (0.186) (0.205)

elnY~Assets Value -0.034
in I.oqs (0.030)

elnY~Dummy~l if -0.350
Assets ~ 0 (0.244)

elnYaDummy~i if
no Asaets

0.294
(0.261)

elnYeDummy-l if
0~ Assets~~ 1000

-0.267
(0.365)

F Value 2.0477 2.4291 1.7321
(p Value) (0.1291) (0.0882) (0.1581)

OVERID Test 0.0021 0.0020 0.0019
(0.452) (0.448) (0.444)

Thís table reports second-stage estimates of equation (16) in the text.
Standard errors are in parentheses. The last two rows report respectively an
F test for the hypothesis that all coefficients are zero (p values are in
parentheses) and the R2 from a regression of the 2SLS residuals onto the
instruments (aignificance levels for the overídentification test are in
parentheses). The instruments are: education and occupation dummíes interacted
with age, number of earners, dummies for sex, race, families with children.
When householda hold no asseta, the assets value in logs has been set to zero.
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Tabl~ ~

Consu~ptioa ov~r inooa~ Aatio aan tutur~ inooa~ Chanq~a

1lonaurabl~ Consuaptioa

OLS IV OLS IV

Constant 0.869 -1.248 1.185 -1.037
(0.070) (0.131) (0.080) (0.146)

C~Y 0.720 1.813 0.700 1.774
(0.021) (0.058) (0.020) (0.060)

1nY -0.099 0.099 -0.118 0.086
(0.007) (0.012) (0.007) (0.013)

8tráatly 1londurabl~ Coniuoption

OIS IV OLS IV
Conatant 0.865 -1.181 1.171 -1.012

(0.070) ( 0.129) ( 0.080) ( 1.146)
C~Y 0.918 2.259 0.890 2.217

(0.026) (0.073) ( 0.026) ( 0.075)
1nY -0.099 0.094 -0.117 0.082

(0.007) (0.012) (0.007) (0.013)

This table reports OI.S and IV estimatea of equation (18) in the text wíth and
without controlling for demographics and macroeconomic ahocks. The instruments
for the IV eatimation in the second and fourth column are: education and
occupation dummies, education and occupation dummies interacted with age and
workers' characteristics. The adjusted R~ of the first stage regression is
0.026 for nondurable consu~tion and 0.029 for atrlctly nondurable
consumption.
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Table f

savinq aad 7uture Inoome Chanqes

8aviaq - iaooae - ltondurable ooasumption

OLS IV OLS IV
Constant 1.049 -0.795 1.360 -0.593

(0.067) (0.118) (0.077) ( 0.133)
Savinq~ y -0.180 -0.453 -0.175 -0.443

(0.005) (0.015) (0.005) ( 0.015)
1nY -0.099 0.099 -0.118 0.086

(0.007) (0.013) (0.007) (0.013)

eaviaq - inaome - 8triatiy Nondurable Coasumption

OLS IV OIS IV

Constant 1.095 -0.616 1.393 -0.457
(0.066) ( 0.113) ( 0.077) ( 0.130)

Savinq~ y -0.229 -0.565 -0.222 -0.554
(0.006) ( 0.018) (0.006) (0.003)

1nY -0.099 0.094 -0.117 0.082
(0.007) ( 0.012) ( 0.007) (0.013)

This table reports OIS and IV estimates of equation (19) in the text with and
without controlling for demographics and macroeconomic shocks. The instruments
for the IV eatimation in the second column are: education and occupation
dummiea, education and occupation dumvles interacted with age, workers'
characteristics. The ad~usted R~ of the first stage regression is 0.029 for
nondurable consumption and 0.026 for strictly nondurable consumption.
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Tabl~ 10

Coasusption aad Liquidity Coa~traints
lioadurabl~ Con~u~otion

1 2 3 4

Conatant 0.073 0.101 0.086 0.085
(0.023) (0.031) (0.021) (0.021)

e1nY 0.092 0.217 0.337 0.319
(0.137 (0.150 (0.231) (0.233)

elnYaDummy~i i! 0.126
Aqe t~ 30 (0.232)

elnYeDummy~i if -0.147 -0.271 -0.245
Income Increases (0.155) (0.258) (0.258)

F value 0.7483 1.0526 1.1340 1.0323
(p value) (0.473) (0.349) (0.322) (0.356)
OVERID Test 0.0030 0.0029 0.0028 0.0029

(0.071) (0.088) (0.109) (0.088)

Btriotlp 1Tondurabl~ Contuaptioa
1 2 3 4

Constant 0.028 0.067 0.045 0.044
(0.023) (0.031) (0.021) (0.021)

elnY 0.116 0.299 0.297 0.286
(0.138) (0.151) (0.216) (0.220)

elnY~Dummy -1 0.292
if Age t- 30 (0.235)

elnYeDUmmyai if -0.163 -0.138 -0.121
Income Increases (0.156) (0.265) (0.270)

F value 2.2103 1.9783 1.5713 1.5388
(p value) (0.109) (0.138) (0.208) (0.214)
OVERID Test 0.0021 0.0021 0.0023 0.0023

(0.389) (0.369) (0.284) (0.284)

This table reporta aecond-stage estimatea of equation (16) 1n the text.
Standard errors are in parentheaea. The laet two rowa report reapectively an
F test for the hypotheais that all coefficients are zero (p values are in
parenthesea) and the RZ from a regression of the reaiduals onto the
instrunenta (aignificance levels for the overidentification test are in
parentheaes). The inatrumenta are: educatíon and occupation dumviea interacted
with age, number of earners, dummies for aex, race, families with children,
singles. The íncrease in income in columna 3 and 4 ia derived from the IV
estiuation of equationa (18) and (19) in the text.
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Tabl~ 11

11on-S~parabi~ Otility tunotioaa
llonàurabl~ Consuaption

n1nC n1nY o1nK
Inst ~ ~ OVERZD
List g valua F value F value

4
(g-e.)

S
(s.e.) Test

(p val~ (p val
~

(p val
Ad R Ad R Adj

None - - - 0.038 0.022 -
OLS (0.008) (0.012)
Z1 0.930 2.004 28.021 0.009 -0.059 0.0028

(0.544) ( 0.006) ( 0.0001) ( 0.104) (0.042) ( 0.535)
-0.0002 0.0034 0.0832

Z2 1.074 1.444 34.958 -0.311 -0.048 0.0012
(0.375) (0.117) (0.0001) ( 0.156) (0.048) (0.912)
0.0002 0.0012 0.0826

Z3 1.024 1.892 21.573 -0.090 -0.049 0.0039
(0.430) ( 0.004) ( 0.0001) ( 0.094) ( 0.042) (0.516)
0.0001 0.0039 0.0833

8triotlv DTOndurabl~ Coasumption
A1nC n1nY n1nK

Inst ~ ~ OVERID
List F value F value F value

4
( s.e.)

5
(s.e.) Test

~( a a ~( a( ~RAdj Adj R Adj R

None - - - 0.037 0.024 -
pLS (0.008) (0.012)
Z1 0.876 2.004 28.021 -0.019 -0.031 0.0028

(0.632) (0.006) ( 0.0001) (0.102) ( 0.041) (0.535)
-0.0004 0.0034 0.0832

Z2 0.996 1.444 34.958 - 0.154 -0.035 0.0020
(0.455) (0.117) ( 0.0001) (0.140) ( 0.043) ( 0.584)
-0.000 0.0012 0.0826

Z3 0.0973 1.892 21.573 -0.085 -0.028 0.0039
(0.501) ( 0.004) ( 0.0001) ( 0.092) ( 0.041) (0.516)
--O.OGO1 0.0039 0.0833

- continued -
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Table 11 (continued)

Thia table reporta 2SIS estímatea of Euler equationa for non-aeparable utility
functions. The atatiatics in columna 2, 3 and 4 are F values (aignificance
levela are in parentheeea) and adjuated R~ from regresaions of conaumption,
income and durable atock growth on the instrumenta liated in column 1. The
atatiatics in columna 5 and 6 are 2SIS eatimates of tha coefficient of atock
changea and income changea (atandard arrore are Ln parentheeea). Column 7
gívea the R~ from a regreasion of 2S1S residuala onto the instruments
(aignificance levels for the overidentification teat are in parentheaes).

The inatrUments are the following:
Z1 - occupation dummiea and occupatlon dummiee interacted with age, number

of cara, dummy for house ownarahip, family compoaition: dummiea for
children, 1 pereon household, composition of earnera, marital atatua;

Z2 - education dummiee and education dummiea interacted with age, number
of cars, dummy for houee ovnerahip, family compoaition: dummies for
children, 1 person houaehold, composition of earnere, marital atatus;

Z3 - all instruments.
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